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A combined analysis of short-baseline neutrino experiments in the (3+1) and (3+2)

sterile neutrino oscillation hypotheses
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(Dated: May 22, 2003)

We investigate adding two sterile neutrinos to resolve the apparent tension existing between short-
baseline neutrino oscillation results and CPT-conserving, four-neutrino oscillation models. For both
(3+1) and (3+2) models, the level of statistical compatibility between the combined data set from
the null short-baseline experiments Bugey, CHOOZ, CCFR84, CDHS, and KARMEN, on one hand,
and the LSND data set on the other hand, is computed. A combined analysis of all six short-
baseline experiments, including LSND, is also performed, to obtain the favored regions in neutrino
mass and mixing parameter space for both models. Finally, three statistical tests to compare the
(3+1) and the (3+2) hypotheses are discussed. All tests show that (3+2) models fit the existing
short-baseline data significantly better than (3+1) models. In particular, we estimate that the null
sets and LSND are compatible at the 93% and 55% combined confidence level, for (3+1) and (3+2)
models, respectively.

PACS numbers: 14.60.Pq, 14.60.St, 12.15.Ff

I. INTRODUCTION

There currently exist three experimental signatures for
neutrino oscillations. The two signatures seen originally
in solar and atmospheric neutrinos have been verified by
several experiments, including experiments carried out
with accelerator and nuclear reactor sources. The results
on atmospheric neutrinos can be explained by νµ disap-
pearance due to oscillations [1, 2, 3], while the results on
solar neutrinos can be explained by νe oscillations [4, 5].
The third signature is ν̄e appearance in a ν̄µ beam, as
seen by the short-baseline, accelerator-based LSND ex-
periment at Los Alamos [6]. This signature is strong from
a statistical point of view, being a 3.8σ excess, but further
confirmation by an independent experiment is necessary.
The MiniBooNE experiment at Fermilab will be able to
confirm or refute the LSND signature in the near future,
with an experimental setup providing different systemat-
ics and higher statistics than LSND [7].

Taken at face value, the three experimental signatures
point to three independent mass splittings. Only three
neutrino masses do not appear to be able to explain all
of the three signatures [8, 9] (see, however, [10]). One
way to solve this puzzle is to introduce different mass
spectra for the neutrino and antineutrino sector, thereby
requiring CPT-violation, but no extra neutrino genera-
tions [11]. Another possibility is to add additional neutri-
nos with no standard weak couplings, often called “sterile
neutrinos”.

In this paper we assume CPT- and CP-invariance, and
we explore the possibility of adding one or two neutrino
generations beyond the three active flavors assumed by
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FIG. 1: Flavor content of neutrino mass eigenstates in (3+1)
models (a), and (3+2) models (b). Neutrino masses increase
from bottom to top. The νe fractions are inicated by right-
leaning hatches, the νµ fractions by left-leaning hatches, the
ντ fractions by crosshatches, the νs fractions by no hatches.
The flavor contents shown are schematic only.

the Standard Model. We focus on extensions of the neu-
trino sector where the addition of fourth and fifth mass
eigenstates are responsible for the high ∆m2 LSND oscil-
lations, and the three lower mass states explain solar and
atmospheric oscillations. When only one sterile neutrino
is added, these models are labelled as (3+1). The flavor
content of the four neutrino mass eigenstates for these
models is schematically shown in Fig.1a. The (3+1) hi-
erarchy in Fig.1a is as opposed to the (2+2) hierarchy,
where the solar and atmospheric mass splittings are sep-
arated from each other by the LSND ∆m2. The (2+2)
models require a different global analysis from the one
discussed in this paper. The simplest (2+2) models ap-
pear to be only marginally consistent with neutrino os-
cillations data [8, 12], even though more general (2+2)
mass and mixing scenarios might represent a viable solu-
tion to explain solar, atmospheric, and LSND oscillations
[13].

The (3+1) models are motivated by the criterion
of simplicity in physics, introducing the most minimal
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extension to the Standard Model that explains the ex-
perimental evidence. However, theories invoking ster-
ile neutrinos to explain the origin of neutrino masses do
not necessarily require only one sterile neutrino. Indeed,
many popular realizations of the see-saw mechanism in-
troduce three right-handed neutrino fields [14, 15, 16].
From the phenomenological point of view, it is our opin-
ion that two- and three-sterile neutrino models should
also be considered and confronted with existing experi-
mental results. In this paper, we consider the results from
the short-baseline experiments Bugey [17], CCFR84 [18],
CDHS [19], CHOOZ [20], KARMEN [21], and LSND [6],
and examine how well (3+1) and (3+2) models agree
with data. A schematic diagram for (3+2) models is
shown in Fig.1b. We do not consider (3+3) models in
this paper. From our initial studies, we believe that the
phenomenology of a (3+3) model is similar to a (3+2)
model.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we
specify the neutrino oscillations formalism used in this
analysis to describe (3+1) and (3+2), short-baseline, os-
cillations. In Section III and IV, we present the results
obtained for the (3+1) and (3+2) models, respectively.
For both models, we first derive the level of compatibil-
ity between the null short-baseline (NSBL) experiments
and LSND. Second, we perform a combined analysis of
all six short-baseline experiments (including LSND) to
derive the preferred regions in neutrino mass and mixing
parameter space. In Section V, we discuss three statisti-
cal tests to compare the (3+1) and (3+2) hypotheses. In
Section VI, we briefly mention other experimental con-
straints on (3+1) and (3+2) models. In Appendix A, we
describe the physics and statistical assumptions used in
the analysis to describe the short-baseline experiments.

II. NEUTRINO OSCILLATIONS FORMALISM

Under the assumptions of CP- and CPT-invariance,
the probability for a neutrino, produced with flavor α
and energy E, to be detected as a neutrino of flavor β
after travelling a distance L, is [22]:

P (να → νβ) = δαβ − 4

n
∑

j>i

n
∑

i=1

Uα,jUβ,jUα,iUβ,i sin2 xji

(1)
where α = e, µ, τ, s, (s being the sterile flavor), U
is the neutrino mixing matrix, xji ≡ 1.27∆m2

jiL/E,

∆m2
ji ≡ m2

j − m2
i , and n is the number of neutrino

generations. Neglecting CP-violating phases, there are
in general (n − 1) independent mass splittings, and
n2 − n − n(n − 1)/2 independent mixing matrix ele-

ments. The situation simplifies considerably by consid-
ering short-baseline (SBL) data only. In this case, it is a
good approximation to assume x21 = x32 = 0, and only
(n − 3) independent mass splittings are present. More-
over, given the set of SBL experiments considered, the
number of mixing matrix elements probed is only 2(n−3),
as we show now for the (3+1) and (3+2) cases.

For (3+1) models, n=4, and only one mass splitting
∆m2 ≡ ∆m2

41 ' ∆m2
42 ' ∆m2

43 appears in the oscil-
lation formula: this is sometimes referred to as to the
“quasi-two-neutrino approximation”, or “one mass scale
dominance” [23]. Using the unitarity properties of the
mixing matrix, we can rewrite Eq.1 for (3+1) models in
a more convenient way:

P (να → νβ) = δαβ − 4Uα4Uβ4(δαβ − Uα4Uβ4) sin2 x41

(2)
which depends on the mass splitting (∆m2

41) and mix-
ing parameters (Uα4, Uβ4) of the fourth generation only.
Since the two-neutrino approximation is satisfied in the
(3+1) case, we can express Eq.2 in the usual forms:

P (να → νβ) = sin2 2θαβ sin2 x41, α 6= β (3)

P (να → να) = 1 − sin2 2θαα sin2 x41 (4)

where Eq.3 applies to an oscillation appearance measure-
ment, Eq.4 to a disappearance measurement.

In this paper, we use the data from the Bugey,
CCFR84, CDHS, CHOOZ, KARMEN, and LSND exper-
iments. Bugey and CHOOZ data constrain ν̄e disappear-
ance, CCFR84 and CDHS data constrain νµ disappear-
ance, KARMEN and LSND data constrain ν̄µ → ν̄e oscil-
lations. Therefore, from Eqs.2,3, and 4, the experiments
constrain the following combinations of (3+1) mixing pa-
rameters:

• Bugey, CHOOZ: sin2 2θee ≡ 4U2
e4(1 − U2

e4);

• CCFR84, CDHS: sin2 2θµµ ≡ 4U2
µ4(1 − U2

µ4);

• KARMEN, LSND: sin2 2θµe ≡ 4U2
e4U

2
µ4.

In (3+1) models, the tension between the experimental
results comes about because Bugey, CHOOZ, CCFR84,
CDHS, and Karmen limit the two independent mixing
matrix parameters Ue4 and Uµ4 to be small, whereas
LSND demands nonzero values.

In (3+2) models, we introduce two sterile neutrinos.
Using Eq.1 and the unitarity of the mixing matrix, the
(3+2) neutrino oscillation formula can be written as:

P (να → νβ) = δαβ − 4[(δαβ − Uα4Uβ4 − Uα5Uβ5)(Uα4Uβ4 sin2 x41 + Uα5Uβ5 sin2 x51) + Uα4Uα5Uβ4Uβ5 sin2 x54] (5)
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which in our case depends on two independent mass split-
tings (∆m2

41, ∆m2
51) and four independent mixing ma-

trix parameters (Uα4, Uα5, with α = e, µ). Eq.2 can
be recovered from Eq.5 by requiring Uα5 = Uβ5 = 0.
In (3+2) models, the quasi-two-neutrino-approximation
is not valid, since there are three distinct ∆m2 values
contributing in the oscillation formula: ∆m2

41, ∆m2
51,

and ∆m2
54, and therefore three distinct oscillation am-

plitudes: (sin2 2θαβ)41, (sin2 2θαβ)51, and (sin2 2θαβ)54.

III. RESULTS FOR (3+1) MODELS

This section, like the next one on (3+2) models, con-
sists of two parts. First, we quantify the statistical com-
patibility between the NSBL and LSND results, follow-
ing a method described in [24, 25], originally proposed to
establish the compatibility between the LSND and KAR-
MEN results. Second, we perform a combined analysis
of the NSBL and LSND data sets, to obtain the favored
regions in neutrino mass and mixing parameter space.

A. Statistical compatibility between NSBL and
LSND

Many analyses of the NSBL experiments within (3+1)
models have concluded that the allowed LSND region is
largely excluded [26, 27, 28]. Here, we repeat this study
with two purposes. First, we use this study to give con-
text to our discussion of the basic model and techniques
which will be expanded in later sections. Second, we
demonstrate that our fit, which forms the basis of our new
results for (3+2) models, reproduces the expected (3+1)
exclusion region. For a discussion of the physics and sta-
tistical assumptions used to describe the short-baseline
experiments used in the analysis, the reader should refer
to Appendix A.

In this section, the NSBL and LSND data sets are
analyzed separately, providing two independent allowed
regions in (sin2 2θµe, ∆m2) space. The level of statistical
compatibility between the two data sets can be deter-
mined by studying to what degree the two allowed re-
gions overlap, as will be quantified later in this section.

In the analysis, we use a Monte Carlo method to gen-
erate random values for the mixing matrix elements Ue4

and Uµ4, for any given value of neutrino mass splitting
∆m2. For each (3+1) model, we calculate the values for
the χ2 functions χ2

NSBL
and χ2

LSND
, where χ2

NSBL
is defined

as:

χ2
NSBL

≡ χ2
Bugey

+χ2
CHOOZ

+χ2
CCFR84

+χ2
CDHS

+χ2
KARMEN

(6)

Throughout the paper, we make use of the Gaussian
approximation in determining allowed regions in param-
eter space. In general, this means that the regions of
quoted confidence level are the ones enclosed by contours
of constant χ2 values, whose differences with respect to

the best-fit χ2 value depend on the number of free param-
eters in the model [29]. In the text, we use the symbol
δ to denote the values of the confidence levels derived in
this way. As pointed out in [30], this approach should be
considered approximate, as it may provide regions in pa-
rameter space of both higher and lower confidence than
the one quoted. Regions of higher confidence than the
quoted value may result in the presence of highly corre-
lated parameters. Regions of lower confidence may result
in the presence of fast oscillatory behavior of the oscilla-
tion probability formula, Eq.1. As we explain the proce-
dures used in the analysis, we will comment on the effect
that this approximation may have on our results.

For the analysis described in this section, the NSBL
and LSND allowed regions are obtained using two differ-
ent algorithms, reflecting the fact that the NSBL data
set provides upper limits on oscillations, while the LSND
data set points to non-null oscillations.

The NSBL allowed regions at various confidence lev-
els δNSBL are obtained via a raster scan algorithm [30].
Let χ2

NSBL
be the χ2 value for the particular model and

(χ2
NSBL

)min,∆m2 be the minimum χ2 for the ∆m2 value
considered. For example, our quoted 95% CL upper limit
on sin2 2θµe is given by the maximum value for the prod-
uct 4U2

e4U
2
µ4 chosen among the models which satisfy the

inequality χ2
NSBL

− (χ2
NSBL

)min,∆m2 < 5.99. The value of

5.99 units of χ2 is chosen because there are two free pa-
rameters Ue4, Uµ4 for (3+1) models with fixed ∆m2. We
note that for the NSBL data set, the parameters Ue4,
Uµ4 are mostly uncorrelated, only KARMEN probes the
product of the two parameters.

The LSND allowed regions at various confidence lev-
els δLSND are obtained via a global scan algorithm [30].
For example, for δLSND = 0.95 we require χ2

LSND
−

(χ2
LSND

)min < 5.99, where (χ2
LSND

)min is now the global
LSND χ2 minimum value, considering all possible ∆m2

values. The LSND allowed region is computed for two
free parameters as for the NSBL case, but the parame-
ters are now ∆m2 and Uµ4Ue4, as opposed to Uµ4 and
Ue4. Compared to the NSBL case, the number of free pa-
rameters is reduced by one because the LSND ν̄µ → ν̄e

search only probes the product Uµ4Ue4 and not the two
mixing matrix elements individually, and it is increased
by one because the allowed region is now obtained by
scanning over all possible ∆m2 values.

Before discussing the results, we make two comments
on this fit method. First, we require the neutrino mass
splitting to be in the range 0.1 eV 2 < ∆m2 < 100 eV 2.
In Section VI, we briefly discuss why large mass split-
tings are not necessarily in contradiction with cosmo-
logical (and other) data. The values of the mixing pa-
rameters, Ue4 and Uµ4, are randomly generated only
within U2

e4 + U2
µ4 < 0.5, since large values for Ue4 and

Uµ4 are not allowed by solar and atmospheric neutrino
data. Since the CDHS constraint on νµ disappearance
vanishes for ∆m2 ' 0.3 eV 2, as shown in Appendix A,
the upper limit on νµ disappearance from atmospheric
neutrino experiments above the atmospheric ∆m2 should
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FIG. 2: Compatibility between the NSBL and LSND data sets in (3+1) models. Fig.2a shows the 90% (grey solid line), 95%
(black dotted line), and 99% (black solid line) CL exclusion curves in (sin2 2θµe, ∆m2) space for (3+1) models, considering the
null short-baseline (NSBL) experiments Bugey, CCFR84, CDHS, CHOOZ, and KARMEN. Fig.2a also shows the 90%, 95%,
and 99% CL allowed regions by our analysis of LSND data. Fig.2b) is as Fig.2a, but in (pLSND, ∆m2) space, where pLSND is the
LSND oscillation probability (see text for the definition). Fig.2c) and d) show the minimum χ2 values as a function of ∆m2

for the NSBL and LSND data sets (113 and 3 dof, respectively).

be considered instead. In this paper, we do not recon-
struct the likelihood for atmospheric data that would give
the exclusion region for νµ disappearance in the range
∆m2

atm � ∆m2 < 0.3 eV 2. However, the effect that the
atmospheric constraints would have on the NSBL exclu-
sion curve in Fig.2a is expected to be small. In Ref. [31],
Bilenky et al. use the atmospheric up-down asymmetry
to derive the upper limit U2

µ4 < 0.55 at 90% CL, which

is satisfied by our initial requirement U2
e4 + U2

µ4 < 0.5.
Second, we comment on the procedure used to extract

areas in parameter space of a given combined confidence
δ from two independent experimental constraints, in our
case obtained via the NSBL and LSND data sets, with-
out assuming statistical compatibility a priori. The most
straightforward way, described for example in [24, 25], is
to assign a confidence level δ = δNSBLδLSND to the over-
lapping part (if any) between the two separate allowed
regions in parameter space which are found with the con-
straint δNSBL = δLSND.

The regions allowed in parameter space by both the
NSBL and LSND data sets are shown in Fig.2. The
NSBL results alone allow the regions to the left of the
solid grey, dotted black, and solid black lines in the
Fig.2a, at a confidence level δNSBL = 0.90, 0.95, 0.99,
respectively. In Fig.2a, the δLSND = 0.90, 0.95, 0.99 CL
allowed regions obtained by our analysis for LSND data
are also shown, as dark grey shaded, light grey shaded,
and white areas, respectively. We find no overlap between
the two individual 95% CL allowed regions, correspond-
ing to a combined confidence level δ = (0.95)2 ' 0.90;

on the other hand, there is overlap between the two 99%
CL regions, corresponding to the combined confidence
δ ' 0.98.

Fig.2b shows the same (3+1) allowed regions as Fig.2a
but in the (pLSND, ∆m2) plane, where pLSND is defined
as the νµ → νe oscillation probability averaged over the
LSND L/E distribution:

pLSND ≡ 〈P (να → νβ)〉 (7)

where P (να → νβ) is given by the oscillation formula
Eq.1 for α = e, β = µ, and is a function of all the
mass and mixing parameters of the oscillation model un-
der consideration. This has the obvious disadvantage of
being a quantity dependent upon the specifics of a cer-
tain experiment, as opposed to a universal variable such
as 4U2

µ4U
2
e4. However, pLSND has the advantage of be-

ing unambiguously defined for any number of neutrino
generations, and thus is useful in discussing (3+2) mod-
els later in this paper. As stated previously, the oscilla-
tion probability estimator sin2 2θµe = 4U2

µ4U
2
e4 cannot be

used when more than one ∆m2 value affects the oscilla-
tion probability, as is the case for (3+2) models. A second
advantage of using pLSND instead of sin2 2θµe as the oscil-
lation probability estimator, is that the allowed values for
pLSND inferred from the LSND result tend to be almost
∆m2-independent (see grey-shaded areas in Fig.2b), as
expected for an almost pure counting experiment such as
LSND. The oscillation probability reported by the LSND
collaboration [6] is pLSND = (0.264±0.067±0.045)%, and
agrees well with our result of Fig.2b.
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Fig.2c shows the values for (χ2
NSBL

)min as a function
of ∆m2. The number of degrees of freedom is 113. A
“mirror symmetry” between the NSBL exclusion curves
in Figs.2a, 2b, and Fig.2c is apparent: the ∆m2 val-
ues for which the NSBL upper limits on sin2 2θµe and
pLSND are the least restrictive are also the ∆m2 values
where the NSBL experiments marginally prefer the oscil-
lation hypothesis to the no-oscillation one. As discussed
in Appendix A, the dip in (χ2

NSBL
)min at ∆m2 ' 0.9 eV 2

is due to Bugey data preferring Ue4 6= 0 values, while
the minimum at ∆m2 ∼ 10 − 30 eV 2 is due to CDHS
(mostly) and CCFR84 data, preferring Uµ4 6= 0 val-
ues. The χ2 value for no oscillations, (χ2

NSBL
)no osc, is

the largest value in Fig.2c; this means that the choice
of parameters Ue4 = Uµ4 = 0 provides the best-fit to
NSBL data, for the ∆m2 values satisfying the condition
(χ2

NSBL
)min = (χ2

NSBL
)no osc. Similarly, Fig.2d shows the

values for (χ2
LSND

)min as a function of ∆m2, used to ob-
tain the LSND allowed regions drawn in Figs.2a,2b.

We now present a slightly different approach to de-
termine the statistical compatibility between the NSBL
and LSND data sets in (3+1) models, which will prove
useful in comparing the (3+1) and (3+2) hypotheses.

In Fig.3, we show the values for the χ2 differences
∆χ2

NSBL
, ∆χ2

LSND
, as well as the corresponding confidence

levels δNSBL, δLSND, as a function of the LSND oscillation
probability. The curves are for the set of (3+1) models
with the neutrino mass splitting ∆m2 fixed to the best-
fit value obtained in a combined NSBL+LSND analysis
(see Section III B), ∆m2 = 23.8 eV 2, and mixing matrix
elements Uµ4, Ue4 treated as free parameters. The value
for ∆m2 is chosen in this way because it represents to
a good approximation the value for which one expects
the best compatibility between the two data sets, as can
also be seen in Fig.2b. In Fig.3a, we map the (Ue4, Uµ4)
space into the (pLSND, χ2

NSBL
), (pLSND, χ2

LSND
) spaces. For

any given value of pLSND, the minima for the χ2
NSBL

and
χ2

LSND
functions are computed by standard minimization

techniques [29] in the two (Ue4, Uµ4) and one (Ue4Uµ4)
free parameters available, respectively. The process is
repeated for several pLSND values, and the collection of
these minima for all values of pLSND give the two curves
in Fig.3a. The individual confidence levels δNSBL, δLSND,
shown in Fig.3b, are obtained from ∆χ2

NSBL
, ∆χ2

LSND
in

the usual way.
From Fig.3b, we find overlapping allowed ranges in

pLSND for 1−δNSBL = 1−δLSND ' 3.6%. We conclude that,
in (3+1) models, the LSND and NSBL data sets are com-
patible at a combined confidence of δ = (1 − 0.036)2 '
93%. In our opinion, this value does not support any
conclusive statements against the statistical compatibil-
ity between NSBL and LSND data in (3+1) models, al-
though it represents poor agreement between the two
data sets. Future experimental constraints should be able
to resolve this question.

B. Combined NSBL+LSND analysis

The second analysis we perform is a combined
NSBL+LSND analysis, with the purpose of obtaining
the (3+1) allowed regions in parameter space, in both
(sin2 2θµe, ∆m2) and (pLSND, ∆m2) space. A combined
analysis of this sort assumes statistically compatible re-
sults. In Section III A, we have shown that the LSND
and NSBL results are marginally compatible, for (3+1)
models. In the following, we refer to the NSBL+LSND
data set as the short-baseline (SBL) data set, and we
construct the χ2 function:

χ2
SBL

≡ χ2
NSBL

+ χ2
LSND

(8)

where the two contributions χ2
NSBL

and χ2
LSND

are now si-
multaneously minimized with respect to the same set of
oscillation parameters. Figs.4a and 4b show the 90%,
95%, and 99% CL allowed regions in (sin2 2θµe, ∆m2)
and (pLSND, ∆m2) space, respectively, from the combined
(3+1) analysis of SBL data. In this combined analysis,
we use the same Monte Carlo method described in Sec-
tion III A. We define the allowed regions in parameter
space by performing a global scan over the three free
parameters ∆m2, Ue4, Uµ4, available in (3+1) models.
For example, the 95% CL region is obtained by requir-
ing χ2

SBL
− (χ2

SBL
)min < 7.82, where (χ2

SBL
)min is the global

minimum χ2 value. Fig.4c shows the minimum χ2
SBL

val-
ues obtained in the combined fit, as a function of ∆m2.
Of course, the χ2

SBL
values shown in Fig.4c for any given

∆m2 value are larger than the sum of the two contribu-
tions χ2

NSBL
, χ2

LSND
, shown in Figs.2c,d for the same ∆m2

value, since the latter were separately minimized with re-
spect to the oscillation parameters.

We find two approximately equal minima of χ2
SBL

. The
global minimum (χ2

SBL
=107.6, 118 dof) corresponds to

the best-fit parameters ∆m2 = 23.8 eV 2, Ue4 = 0.127,
Uµ4 = 0.219. The second minimum (χ2

SBL
=109.5, 118

dof) corresponds to the parameters ∆m2 = 0.91 eV 2,
Ue4 = 0.135, Uµ4 = 0.209. Moreover, from Fig.4a,b,
we find that the global minimum extends over a wide
range of ∆m2 values, 10 eV 2 < ∆m2 < 30 eV 2, while
the second minimum for ∆m2 = 0.91 eV 2 spans a much
narrower range of ∆m2 values.

IV. RESULTS FOR (3+2) MODELS

A. Statistical compatibility between NSBL and
LSND

Having introduced the relevant oscillation probability
formula in Eq.5, and the statistical estimator pLSND

to compare the NSBL and LSND results in Section
III A, we can now quantitatively address the statistical
compatibility between the NSBL and LSND data sets
under the (3+2) hypothesis.

Ideally, we would like to determine the NSBL upper
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level δ = δNSBLδLSND for which the NSBL and LSND data sets are compatible.
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FIG. 4: Allowed regions in parameter space from a combined analysis of NSBL and LSND data, in (3+1) models, assuming
statistical compatibility of the NSBL and LSND data sets. Fig.4a shows the 90%, 95%, and 99% CL allowed regions in
(sin2 2θµe, ∆m2) space, together with the best-fit point, indicated by the star; b) shows the same allowed regions in (pLSND, ∆m2)
space; c) shows the minimum χ2 value obtained in the combined analysis as a function of ∆m2. The number of degrees of
freedom is 118.

limit for pLSND, for all possible combinations of the mass
parameters ∆m2

41, ∆m2
51. This entails performing a

scan equivalent to the one described in the (3+1) case

as a function of ∆m2
41, shown in Fig.2. In practice,

the CPU-time requirements to pursue this route were
prohibitive.
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An easier problem to tackle is to determine the
statistical compatibility between the NSBL and LSND
data sets only for the (3+2) models with mass splittings
∆m2

41, ∆m2
51 fixed to their best-fit values, as obtained

by the combined NSBL+LSND analysis that we present
in Section IVB. In sections III A,III B, we have demon-
strated that, at least for (3+1) models, this choice is
a good approximation for the best possible statistical
compatibility (see Figs.2, 4).

In Fig.5, we show the behavior of the χ2 values
∆χ2

NSBL
, ∆χ2

LSND
, and of the confidence levels δNSBL,

δLSND, as a function of pLSND, for the set of (3+2)
models satisfying the requirements ∆m2

41 = 0.91 eV 2,
∆m2

51 = 21.5 eV 2. In analogy to Fig.3, we map the
four-dimensional space (Ue4, Uµ4, Ue5, Uµ5) into the
two-dimensional spaces (pLSND, χ2

NSBL
), (pLSND, χ2

NSBL
),

and we plot the minimum χ2 values obtained for any
given value of pLSND. We now have four free parameters
(Ue4, Uµ4, Ue5, Uµ5) in the χ2

NSBL
minimization process,

and two free parameters (Ue4Uµ4, Ue5Uµ5) for χ2
LSND

.
The results presented in Fig.5a and the number of free
parameters for the two data sets are used to extract the
confidence levels shown in Fig.5b.

From Fig.5b, we find that, in (3+2) models, the NSBL
and LSND data sets are compatible at the combined
confidence level δ = δNSBLδLSND = 0.55, and are, there-
fore, in good agreement with each other. Fig.5 should
be compared to Fig.3, obtained for (3+1) models. A
detailed comparison of the (3+1) and (3+2) hypotheses
is presented in Section V.

B. Combined NSBL+LSND analysis

We now turn to a combined analysis of the NSBL and
LSND data sets in (3+2) models. We have seen in Sec-
tion IVA that the assumption of statistical compatibility
between the two data sets is well justified. The purpose
of this combined analysis is to obtain the allowed regions
in the mass parameter space (∆m2

41, ∆m2
51). Results will

be shown for ∆m2
51 > ∆m2

41; the case ∆m2
41 > ∆m2

51

can be obtained by simply interchanging ∆m2
41 with

∆m2
51. Again, because of the larger parameter space to

be scanned in (3+2) models, we choose a slightly differ-
ent and more robust numerical approach compared to the
one used in the combined (3+1) analysis. We discretize
the mass region of interest, 0.1 eV 2 < ∆m2

41, ∆m2
51 <

100 eV 2, into small cells in (∆m2
41, ∆m2

51) space, and
find the minimum value for χ2

SBL
within the cell, us-

ing standard minimization techniques. The 95% CL al-
lowed region is defined as the collection of cells for which
χ2

SBL
− (χ2

SBL
)min < 5.99, where χ2

SBL
is the minimum χ2

value for the given cell, and (χ2
SBL

)min is the absolute χ2

minimum for all cells. In the minimization procedure, the
mixing matrix elements Ue4, Uµ4, Ue5, Uµ5, are treated
as free parameters.

Fig.6 shows the 90%, 95%, and 99% CL allowed re-

gions in (∆m2
41, ∆m2

51) space obtained in the combined
(3+2) analysis. In light of the (3+1) analysis shown
in previous sections, the result is not surprising, point-
ing to favored masses in the range ∆m2

41 ' 0.9 eV 2,
∆m2

51 ' 10 − 30 eV 2, at 90% CL. At 99% CL, the
allowed region extends considerably, and many other
(∆m2

41, ∆m2
51) combinations appear. The best-fit point

(χ2
SBL

=99.3, 118 dof) corresponds to the following set of
parameters: ∆m2

41 = 0.91 eV 2, Ue4 = 0.117, Uµ4 =
0.168, ∆m2

51 = 21.5 eV 2, Ue5 = 0.065, Uµ5 = 0.222. We
note here that the best-fit is not obtained for fourth and
fifth mass eigenstates with degenerate masses, that is for
∆m2

41 ' ∆m2
51.

V. COMPARING THE (3+1) AND (3+2) FITS
TO SBL DATA

In this section, we discuss three statistical tests that
can be used to quantify the better overall agreement of
SBL data to a (3+2) hypothesis for neutrino oscillations,
compared to a (3+1) one.

A. Test 1: NSBL upper limit on pLSND at a given
confidence level δNSBL

Test 1 uses only NSBL data to establish the (3+1) and
(3+2) upper bounds on the LSND oscillation probability
pLSND. From Figs.3,5, we obtain at a confidence level
δNSBL = 0.90 (0.99):

(3+1): pLSND < 0.104% (0.158%)

(3+2): pLSND < 0.197% (0.280%)

Therefore, we find that (3+2) models can enhance the
LSND probability pLSND by quite a large factor, roughly
80%, compared to (3+1) models. The increase in pLSND

that we obtain is significantly larger than the 25% in-
crease found in [26]. The value for the ν̄µ → ν̄e os-
cillation probability measured by LSND [6] is pLSND =
(0.264±0.067±0.045)%, where the errors refer to the 1σ
statistical and systematic errors, respectively.

B. Test 2: statistical compatibility between the
NSBL and LSND data sets

Test 2 uses both the NSBL and LSND data sets, and
treats them independently to find the combined confi-
dence level δ = δNSBLδLSND for which the data sets are
compatible, both in (3+1) and (3+2) models. The com-
bined confidence levels can also be read from Figs.3,5:

(3+1): δ = 0.93

(3+2): δ = 0.55

Therefore, we find that in (3+1) models the two data sets
are marginally compatible, and the agreement is signifi-
cantly better in (3+2) models.
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LSND, and b) individual confidence levels δNSBL, δLSND, as a function of the LSND oscillation
probability pLSND, for the NSBL and LSND data sets. The curves are for (3+2) models with the neutrino mass splittings ∆m2

41,
∆m2

51, fixed to the best-fit values ∆m2

41 = 0.91 eV 2, ∆m2

51 = 21.5 eV 2 from the combined NSBL+LSND analysis, and variable
mixing matrix elements Ue4, Uµ4, Ue5, Uµ5. The curves corresponding to the NSBL data set are the ones for ∆χ2

NSBL = 0 and
1− δNSBL = 1 at pLSND = 0. The dashed lines in Fig.3b refer to the 90%, 95%, 99% individual confidence levels, the dotted line
gives the combined confidence level δ = δNSBLδLSND for which the NSBL and LSND data sets are compatible.
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C. Test 3: likelihood ratio test

Test 3 combines the NSBL and LSND data sets into a
single, joint analysis. The likelihood ratio test [32] pro-
vides a standard way to assess whether two hypotheses
can be distinguished in a statistically significant way. We
define the maximum likelihood Li from the minimum χ2

values (χ2
SBL

)min,i as Li ≡ exp(−(χ2
SBL

)min,i/2), where
the index i = 1, 2 refers to the (3+1) and (3+2) hy-
potheses, respectively. We can then form the likelihood
ratio λ1,2 ≡ L1/L2. If the (3+1) hypothesis were as ad-
equate as the (3+2) hypothesis in describing SBL data,
the quantity:

χ2
1,2(3) ≡ −2 lnλ1,2 = (χ2

SBL
)min,1 − (χ2

SBL
)min,2 (9)

should be distributed as a χ2 distribution with three de-
grees of freedom, where the number of degrees of freedom
is the difference in the number of mass and mixing pa-
rameters in the (3+2) and (3+1) hypotheses, 6-3=3.

In our combined fits, we obtain (see Sections
III B,IVB):

(3+1): (χ2
SBL

)min,1 = 107.6, (118 dof)

(3+2): (χ2
SBL

)min,2 = 99.3, (115 dof)

and therefore χ2
1,2(3) = 8.3. This value is significantly

larger than 3: the probability for a χ2 distribution with
three degrees of freedom to exceed the value 8.3 is only
4%. In other words, according to the likelihood ratio test,
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the (3+1) hypothesis should be rejected compared to the
(3+2) one at the 96% CL. Therefore, we conclude from
test 3 also that (3+2) models fit SBL data significantly
better than (3+1) models.

We can use the results of the likelihood ratio test be-
tween the (3+1) and (3+2) hypotheses to comment on
the robustness of our conclusions, which rely on the Gaus-
sian approximation to determine confidence level regions
from constant χ2 contours. The basic point is that the
(χ2

SBL
)min value for the (3+2) model is lower than the

(χ2
SBL

)min value for the (3+1) model by much more than
would be expected for adding three random extra pa-
rameters. As we discussed, in the presence of highly
correlated parameters, the quoted Gaussian confidence
levels may correspond to levels of higher confidence, and
therefore lead to overly optimistic conclusions concern-
ing the statistical compatibility of the NSBL and LSND
data sets considered here. In (3+2) models, the param-
eters Ue4, Ue5, as well as Uµ4, Uµ5, can potentially share
a high degree of correlation, since those are constrained
by the same experiments. For example, suppose that
the degree of correlation between (3+2) parameters is
such that setting confidence level regions for five “effec-
tive” parameters, as opposed to the actual six of (3+2)
models, would provide a more accurate coverage. This
would imply that (3+2) models differ from (3+1) ones
by only two “effective” parameters, and not three. But
in this case, the likelihood ratio test between the (3+1)
and (3+2) hypotheses would acquire an even higher sta-
tistical significance in preferring (3+2) models to (3+1)
ones (higher than the quoted 96% CL). Therefore, we
believe that the overall conclusion that (3+2) models de-
scribe the short-baseline neutrino data better than (3+1)
models, should hold true even when using an alternative
statistical approach to the one adopted in this paper.

VI. ADDITIONAL CONSTRAINTS

The (3+1) and (3+2) models discussed in this work
should be confronted with additional experimental
constraints, other than the ones discussed in detail in
the previous sections. Here, we limit ourselves to list,
and comment on, some of these constraints, rather than
address them in a quantitative way. Mostly, we will
discuss the impact that such additional constraints may
have on the best-fit (3+1) and (3+2) models found in
Sections III and IV.

First, the set of short-baseline experiments considered
in this analysis may be extended to add the results
of νµ → νe searches at ∆m2 ' 10 − 100 eV 2. In
this ∆m2 range, the NOMAD experiment provides
the best sensitivity [33]. Preliminary results from the
NOMAD Collaboration [33] on the νµ → νe search
give no evidence for oscillations, setting a 90% CL
upper limit on the two-neutrino oscillation amplitude
of sin2 2θµe = (1.2 − 2) · 10−3, for ∆m2 > 20 eV 2.
Unfortunately, the amount of information published

so far by the NOMAD Collaboration is not sufficient
to include even a simplified characterization of the
NOMAD constraints into our analysis. The NOMAD
preliminary results would impact the findings of our
combined (3+1) analysis discussed in Section III B,
since the best-fit point shown in Fig.2a is obtained
for (sin2 2θµe = 3 · 10−3, ∆m2 = 23.8 eV 2), in con-
trast with the NOMAD bound. On the other hand,
we obtain nearly equally good fits with lower ∆m2

(3+1) solutions, where the NOMAD bounds play a
less significant role. Overall, the addition of NOMAD
would be expected to push the best ∆m2 values
slightly lower but not reduce the confidence levels
significantly. Concerning (3+2) models, the combined
analysis of Section IV B gives the following best-fit
parameters: ∆m2

41 ' 0.91 eV 2, Ue4 ' 0.12, Uµ4 ' 0.17,
∆m2

51 ' 21.5 eV 2, Ue5 ' 0.07, Uµ5 ' 0.22, which would
be interpreted in NOMAD as: ∆m2 = ∆m2

51 = 21.5 eV 2,
sin2 2θµe = 4U2

e5U
2
µ5 ' 8 · 10−4, which are compatible

with the NOMAD limits listed above.
Second, nonzero mixing matrix elements

Ue4, Uµ4, Ue5, Uµ5 may cause observable effects
in atmospheric neutrino data, in the form of zenith
angle-independent suppressions of the νµ and νe survival
probabilities. Since our analysis of SBL data tends to
give larger values for muon, rather than electron, flavor
content in the fourth and fifth mass eigenstate, the
effect should be larger on muon atmospheric neutrinos.
For example, the (3+1) and (3+2) best-fit models from
Sections III B,IVB would give an overall suppression of
the νµ flux of 9% and 15%, respectively. The size of the
effect of νµ → νx oscillations at high ∆m2 is therefore
comparable to the current accuracy with which the
absolute normalization of the atmospheric neutrino flux
is known [34], which is approximately 20%.

Third, models with large masses m4, m5, and nonzero
mixing matrix elements Ue4, Ue5, should be con-
fronted with the upper limits on the effective neutrino
mass measured in tritium beta decay experiments,
m(νe) =

√

∑n
i |Uei|2m2

i , where n is the number of
neutrino generations. The present constraint at 95% CL
is m(νe) < 3 eV [23]. In the case of a normal hierarchy
for the neutrino masses, with m4, m5 > m1, m2, m3,
the best-fit (3+1) and (3+2) models obtained in our
analysis predict m(νe) = 0.6 eV and m(νe) = 0.3 eV ,
respectively, if we assume m1 = 0. These values are in
agreement with current tritium beta decay constraints.
On the other hand, solutions based on a inverted hier-
archy (m4, m5 < m1, m2, m3) and with mass splittings
∆m2 > 10 eV 2 would be severely constrained by the
tritium beta decay results.

Fourth, introducing sterile neutrinos may affect a
number of cosmological predictions, which have recently
been precisely tested [35]. The standard cosmological
model predicts that sterile neutrinos in the ∼ 1 eV mass
range with a significant mixing with active neutrinos
would be present in the early Universe with the same
abundance as the active neutrino species, in disagree-
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ment with cosmological observations [36, 37]. On the
other hand, several models have been proposed that
would reconcile sterile neutrinos with cosmological ob-
servations, for example suppressing thermal abundances
for sterile neutrinos (for a good review, see, e.g. Ref.[36]
and references therein). In particular, active-sterile
oscillations in the early Universe may provide a natural
mechanism to suppress the relic abundances of sterile
neutrinos [38], and scenarios invoking multiple sterile
neutrinos are being investigated [37].

VII. CONCLUSIONS

We have performed a combined analysis of six short-
baseline experiments (Bugey, CHOOZ, CCFR84, CDHS,
KARMEN, LSND) for both the (3+1) and the (3+2) neu-
trino oscillation hypotheses, involving one and two sterile
neutrinos at high ∆m2, respectively. The motivation for
considering more than one sterile neutrino arises from
the tension in trying to reconcile, in a CPT-conserving,
four-neutrino picture, the LSND signal for oscillations
with the null results obtained by the other short-baseline
experiments. Multiple (e.g. three) sterile neutrinos can
also be motivated on theoretical grounds.

We have described two types of analyses for both the
(3+1) and (3+2) neutrino oscillation hypotheses. In the
first analysis, we treat the LSND and the null short-
baseline (NSBL) data sets separately, and we determine
the statistical compatibility between the two. In the sec-
ond analysis, we assume statistical compatibility and we
combine the two data sets, to obtain the favored regions
in neutrino mass and mixing parameter space.

The main results of the analysis are summarized in Sec-
tion V, where we compare the adequacy of the (3+1) and
(3+2) hypotheses in describing neutrino short-baseline
data, by means of three statistical tests. First, we treat
the LSND oscillation probability as a parameter that can
be measured with NSBL data alone, and find that the
NSBL upper limit on the LSND oscillation probability
can be significantly relaxed by going from (3+1) to (3+2)
models, by about 80%. Second, the combined confidence
level for which the NSBL and LSND data sets are com-
patible is determined to be 93% and 55% in the analysis,
for the (3+1) and (3+2) hypotheses, respectively. Third,
a likelihood ratio test of the two hypotheses is discussed,
and shows that (3+2) models fit the all of the short-
baseline data significantly better than (3+1) models.

In conclusion, we find that (3+1) models are only
marginally allowed when considering all of the six short-
baseline results, including LSND, in agreement with pre-
vious analyses [26, 27, 28], and that (3+2) models can
provide a much better description of the data. Only the
simplest neutrino mass and mixing patterns have been
fully characterized in the literature so far, and the anal-
ysis described in this paper may be viewed as a simple
attempt to explore more generic scenarios, which appear
both experimentally and theoretically plausible. Given

the bright potential for precision measurements with neu-
trino oscillation experiments in the near future, a more
general phenomenological approach may be needed.
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APPENDIX A: PHYSICS AND STATISTICAL
ASSUMPTIONS

In this section, we briefly describe the physics and sta-
tistical assumptions used to obtain the approximate char-
acterizations of the short-baseline experiments used in
the analysis. For the analysis of the Bugey, CDHS, and
KARMEN data, we also refer to the excellent reference
[28], which we followed closely.

The Bugey experiment [17] is sensitive to ν̄e disappear-
ance by measuring the charged-current interaction of ν̄e’s
produced by two nuclear reactors at the Bugey nuclear
power plant. Two liquid scintillator detectors, located at
different positions, are used. The signature for an an-
tineutrino interaction is a positron and a delayed light
pulse produced by the subsequent neutron capture on
6Li. Data are given for three baselines: 15, 40, and 95m
between neutrino production and detection. We follow
the “normalized energy spectra” analysis discussed in the
Bugey paper [17]. The data are presented as ratios of ob-
served to predicted (for no oscillations) positron energy
spectra, between 1 and 6 MeV positron energy. We use
25,25, and 10 positron energy bins for the 15, 40, 95m
baselines, respectively. In the χ2 analysis, fits included
not only the mass and mixing parameters, but also five
large scale deformations of the positron spectrum due
to systematic effects. The experimental positron energy
resolution and the neutrino baseline smearing are taken
into account, however the cross-section neutrino energy
dependence within a positron energy bin are not (the en-
ergy bin widths are small).

The CHOOZ experiment [20], like Bugey, investigates
ν̄e disappearance by observing interactions of ν̄e’s pro-
duced by two nuclear reactors, ' 1 km away from the
CHOOZ detector. The signature for a neutrino inter-
action is a delayed coincidence between the prompt e+

signal and the signal due to the neutron capture in the
Gd-loaded scintillator. We follow “analysis A”, as dis-
cussed in the CHOOZ paper [20]. Data are given as
positron yields as a function of energy. In this analysis,
seven positron energy bins, between 0.8 and 6.4 MeV,
are considered, for which the CHOOZ observations, as
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FIG. 7: 90% CL upper limits on oscillations derived in this analysis for the following NSBL experiments: a) Bugey, b) CHOOZ,
c) CCFR84, d) CDHS, e) KARMEN. Fig.7f shows the LSND 90% CL allowed region obtained with the decay-at-rest analysis
described in Appendix A (solid line), superimposed to the published LSND 90% CL allowed region (dashed line). Fig.7 shows
also the (χ2)min values as a function of ∆m2 obtained by all the experiments considered individually. The number of degrees
of freedom is 58 in Bugey, 12 in CHOOZ, 16 in CCFR84, 13 in CDHS, 7 in KARMEN, 3 in LSND.

well as the predictions on the positron yields for the
no-oscillation case from both reactors, are given in [20].
Because of the presence of two reactor sources, the χ2

analysis comprises 14 positron yield bins for a given en-
ergy/baseline. We use the full covariance matrix to take
into account the fact that the yields corresponding to
the same energy bin are extracted for both reactors si-
multaneously, as is done in [20]. The analysis fits for
the systematic uncertainty in the absolute normalization
constant on the ν̄e yield from the reactors, in addition to
the mass and mixing parameters. Since we are interested
in the ∆m2 > 0.1 eV 2 range only, where no energy shape
distortions are expected, we neglect the systematic un-
certainty on the energy-scale calibration, and the effect
of the positron energy resolution.

The CCFR84 experiment [18] constrains νµ and ν̄µ

disappearance by measuring the charged-current inter-
action of muon neutrinos and antineutrinos, produced
by a Fermilab secondary, sign selected, beam yielding
40 < Eν < 230 GeV neutrinos from π± and K± de-
cays in the 352m long decay pipe. We refer here to

the 1984 CCFR experiment (hence the label CCFR84
throughout the text), which operated with two similar
detectors located at different distances from the neutrino
source, located at 715 and 1116m from the mid-point of
the decay region. The two sampling calorimeter detec-
tors consisted of steel plates and scintillation counters.
Six secondary beam momentum settings were used, five
for neutrino running, and one for antineutrino running.
For each secondary beam momentum setting, the data
are divided into three neutrino energy bins, for a total of
eighteen energy bins, from Ref.[39]. Data are presented
as double ratios: the far to near detector ratio of ob-
served number of events, divided by the far to near ratio
of events predicted for no oscillations. As in [18], only
the mean neutrino energy for a given neutrino energy bin
is used in the χ2 analysis. The systematic and statistical
uncertainties on the far to near ratio normalization are
taken into account. The systematic uncertainty is as-
sumed to be energy-independent and totally correlated
between any two energy bins. The neutrino pathlength
smearing, mostly due to the long decay region, is also
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taken into account.
The CDHS experiment [19], like CCFR84, is sensitive

to νµ disappearance via the charged-current interaction
of νµ’s, produced by a 19.2 GeV/c proton beam from the
CERN Proton Synchrotron. Two detectors are located
at 130 and 835 m from the target. The detectors are
sampling calorimeters, with iron and scintillator modules
interspersed, to measure the range of a muon produced
in a neutrino interaction. Fifteen muon range bins are
used. The data are presented as double ratios: the far
to near detector ratio of the observed number of events,
divided by the far to near ratio of the number of events
predicted for no oscillations. Neutrino energy distribu-
tions are obtained for a given muon energy (or range)
via the NUANCE [40] neutrino cross-section generator.
As for CCFR84, the systematic uncertainty on the far to
near ratio and the neutrino baseline smearing are taken
into account.

The KARMEN experiment [21] investigates the ν̄µ →
ν̄e appearance channel, from ν̄µ’s produced in the π+-
µ+-decay at rest (DAR) chain of the ISIS neutrino
source. KARMEN measures the charged-current inter-
action p(ν̄e, e

+)n, with a liquid scinitillator detector lo-
cated at an average distance 17.7 m downstream of the
neutrino source. The ν̄e signature is a spatially correlated
delayed coincidence between a prompt positron and a de-
layed γ event from a (n, γ) neutron capture reaction. In
this analysis, only the positron (“prompt”) energy dis-
tribution after all cuts is taken into account, given in
[21]. The data are binned into nine prompt energy bins,
between 16 and 50 MeV (all bins are 4 MeV wide, ex-
cept the highest energy one, ranging from 48 to 50 MeV).
In predicting the prompt energy distribution for a set of
mass and mixing oscillation parameters, the given Monte
Carlo positron energy distribution, and the total num-
ber of events expected after all cuts for full mixing and
∆m2 = 100 eV 2, are used [41]. Energy resolution and
baseline smearing effects (due to finite detector size) are
taken into account. Given the low statistics of the nine
KARMEN prompt energy bins, we construct the χ2 func-
tion by first defining the likelihood ratio [23]:

λ(θ) =
f(n; µ(θ),b)

f(n;n,b)
(A1)

where θ denotes schematically all mass and mixing pa-
rameters, n, µ(θ) and b are the data, expected signal,
and expected background vectors with nine elements, and
f(n; µ(θ),b) are the probabilities for a Poisson process
with known background:

f(n; µ(θ),b) =

9
∑

i=1

(µi + bi)
ni exp(−(µi + bi))

ni!
(A2)

We define χ2
KARMEN

as:

χ2
KARMEN

≡ −2 lnλ(θ) (A3)

The LSND experiment at Los Alamos [6] is also sen-
sitive to ν̄µ → ν̄e appearance, with a similar neutrino

source and neutrino detection signature as KARMEN,
and better statistics. The LSND liquid scintillator detec-
tor is located at an average distance of 30m from the neu-
trino source. As for KARMEN, in this analysis we con-
sider only the positron energy distribution arising from
a ν̄e interaction in mineral oil, published as five energy
bins between 20 and 60 MeV [6]. In other words, our
analysis ignores the information arising from the higher-
energy neutrinos from pions decaying in flight, which has
a smaller (but non-negligible) sensitivity to oscillations
compared to the decay at rest (DAR) sample considered
here. In our simulation, we take into account the ex-
pected energy distribution from µ+ decay at rest, the
neutrino baseline distribution for the 8m long cylindrical
detector, the neutrino energy dependence of the cross-
section for the detection process p(ν̄e, e

+)n (including
nuclear effects, simulated with the NUANCE [40] neu-
trino cross-section generator), and the experimental en-
ergy resolution. We use the published numbers for the
background expectations, the number of ν̄e events for
100% ν̄µ → ν̄e transmutation, and for the efficiency of
the event selection criteria. We construct the LSND χ2

function in the same way as we construct the KARMEN
one, because of the low statistics of the data sample.

In Fig.7, we show the 90% CL upper limits on oscil-
lations as a function of ∆m2 for the five NSBL experi-
ments considered here, as well as the 90% CL allowed re-
gion for LSND. The (χ2)min values as a function of ∆m2

for all of the experiments are also shown. All the solid
curves shown are obtained from the simplified analysis
described here, and compare well with the published re-
sults [6, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21].

The LSND region obtained in our analysis of DAR neu-
trinos is slightly shifted to the right compared to the final
LSND area, shown in Fig.7f as a dashed line, reflecting
the difference in the two data sets. More detailed LSND
DAR analyses give results in rough agreement with our
allowed region [12, 24].

The (χ2)min values obtained for the Bugey and CDHS
experiments as a function of ∆m2 give details that might
seem surprising, at first. Slightly better fits to the data
are obtained under a neutrino oscillations hypothesis, as
opposed to the no oscillations one. Therefore, we add a
final comment to explain the results of these fits.

The Bugey fit is driven by the data at the shortest
baseline, 15 m, where the statistical errors on the ob-
served positron spectrum from ν̄e interactions are the
smallest. As explained in Ref.[17], systematic uncertain-
ties are taken into account by allowing for linear defor-
mations, as a function of positron energy, of the ratio
of observed to predicted positron yields. The values of
(χ2

Bugey
)min as a function of ∆m2 are explained by the fact

that, for certain ∆m2 values, an oscillatory fit to the 15
m positron spectrum ratio describes the data marginally
better than any straight line.

For CDHS, the (χ2
CDHS

)min curve in Fig.7d has a min-
imum at ∆m2 ' 20 − 30 eV 2. This minimum is due
to the fact that the far/near νµ rate ratio, corrected
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for the baseline and detector mass differences between
the two detectors (as well as other minor effects), is
measured to be slightly greater than one [19]: Rcorr =
1.044± 0.023± 0.025. This marginal deviation from one
causes the fit procedure to prefer more νµ disappearance

by oscillations in the near than in the far detector. Given
the average νµ energy (3.2 GeV) and pathlength (130 m)
for neutrinos interacting in CDHS the near detector, this
condition is satisfied in the ∆m2 = 20 − 30 eV 2 range.
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